Garage Accessories
The versatile TrackWall System accessories sold by Closet Works as part of the Omni Track Organization
system are easy and quick to install or remove.
•

To install a new hook or accessory, simply position and place the hook on the track wall and finish off with the cover cap.
Installing the Cover Cap is imperative to prevent the accessory from becoming dislodged from the track and falling. The cover
cap secures the accessory to the track wall, while still allowing you to slide and reposition the hook horizontally.

•

To remove an accessory, reverse the process and take off the cover cap, being careful not to break it, as you will need it again if
you intend to reuse the accessory. Once the cover cap is off, you will be able to lift off the accessory.

•

A video demonstration is available on our website under the “How To” section: www.closetworks.com/installation-help.shtml

HOW TO ADD OR INSTALL OMNI TRACK GARAGE ACCESSORIES ONTO YOUR TRACKWALL SYSTEM
Heavy Duty
Accessory
Installation

Cover Cap

Light Duty
Accessory
Installation

Cover Cap

1

Align the accessory with the wall
track and gently pull down until you
feel it seat itself into the groves.

1

2

Align the cover cap with the sides
of the accessory and the hole in the
middle.

2

Align the top of the accessory with an
Align the cover cap with the
extruded section of the track. The top
accessory. This is what keeps the
hooks over the extrusion and the bottom accessory secured to the track
slips under the next extrusion below.

3

Push and snap it into place.

3

Push and snap it into place.

4

Your accessory will be able to move along
the track horizontally for repositioning,
but will not fall off as long as the cover cap
remains in place.

4

Your accessory will be able to move along
the track horizontally for repositioning,
but will not fall off as long as the cover cap
remains in place.

REMOVAL OF ACCESSORIES:
Heavy Duty
Accessory
Removal

Cover Cap

Light Duty
Accessory
Removal

Cover Cap

1

To remove your accessory, you must
first remove the cover cap.

1

To remove your accessory, you must
first remove the cover cap.
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2

Hold the cap from top and bottom,
and pull towards yourself.

2

Hold the cap from the top, using
the other hand push out gently
from the bottom side.

3

There are wings on the sides of the
cover cap. Be careful not to break
these during removal, as they hold
the cap and the accessory in place.

3

Carefully remove the cover cap,
being careful not to break it.
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4

You can now lift and remove the
accessory from the aluminum
track wall.

4

Lift and remove the accessory
from the aluminum track wall.
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